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a b s t r a c t
Two players want to eat a sliced pizza by alternately picking its pieces. The pieces may
be of various sizes. After the first piece is eaten every subsequently picked piece must be
adjacent to some previously eaten. We provide a strategy for the starting player to eat 49 of
the total size of the pizza. This is best possible and settles a conjecture of Peter Winkler.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. The problem
Alice and Bob share a pizza. The pizza is sliced by cuts from the middle to the crust. There may be any number of pieces
which may be of various sizes. To eat the pizza Alice and Bob have to stick to the following politeness protocol:
(i) They pick pieces in an alternating fashion;
(ii) Alice starts by eating any piece of the pizza;
(iii) Afterward only pieces adjacent to already eaten pieces may be picked.
This means that on each turn (except the first and the last) a player has two available pieces from which to pick.
This paper deals with the following question: How should Alice pick her pieces to eat a big portion of the pizza? We
develop a strategy for her that guarantees her at least 49 of the whole pizza. The strategy works for every possible cutting of
the pizza and for every possible behavior of Bob. The ratio 49 is best possible; examples where Alice cannot eat more of the
pizza were previously known [4].
A peculiarity of our pizzas is that they are allowed to have pieces of zero size. If one prefers, such pieces can be thought of
as having very small ε-size, though the importance of such pieces is to the structure, not to the size, of the pizza.1 Generally,
for a set S of pieces we refer to the sum of sizes of its elements as its size ‖S‖. If we consider the number of pieces in such a
set, we make that clear. We are only interested in the portion of the pizza that Alice can eat and hence we assume w.l.o.g.
that the size of the whole pizza is 1.
A simple and nice argument yields the following.
Proposition 1.1. Alice can eat at least 12 of a pizza with an even number of pieces.
Proof. Color the pieces alternately green and red. This is possible as the number of pieces is even. Either the green or the
red pieces carry at least 12 , say the red part. To eat all the red pieces, Alice starts with any red piece and then she always picks
the piece which was just revealed by Bob. In this way Alice leaves only green pieces for Bob. 
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: Piotr.Micek@tcs.uj.edu.pl (P. Micek).
1 We discuss this issue in more detail in the final remarks at the end of the paper.
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Fig. 1. An example showing the first steps in the pizza game. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Three intervals and their canonical colorings. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
At first glance the case of pizzas with an odd number of pieces looks better for Alice. She eats one piece more than Bob.
Curiously, things can get worse for her (see Proposition 1.3). The rest of the paper will deal exclusively with pizzas with an
odd number of pieces. In Proposition 1.2 we show that the argument applied for pizzas with an even number of pieces can
be adapted to guarantee 13 of the pizza for Alice in the odd case. To this end, we introduce some notation.
By an interval of a pizza we mean a set of consecutive pieces. Odd and even intervals are those with an odd and an
even number of pieces, respectively. Any interval is bounded by two cuts. Since the pizza has an odd number of pieces any
two cuts C1 and C2 enclose one odd and one even interval which we denote by [C1, C2]odd and [C1, C2]even, respectively.
We consider every interval with a canonical coloring of its pieces as follows. The pieces of [C1, C2]odd and [C1, C2]even are
alternately colored red and green starting with a red piece adjacent to C1. Note that for an even interval the order of its
bordering cuts is crucial as the red pieces of [C, C ′]even are the green pieces of [C ′, C]even and vice versa. Two intervals and
their canonical colorings are illustrated2 in Fig. 2. We denote the set of red and green pieces of odd and even intervals by
R([C1, C2]odd) and G([C1, C2]odd), and R([C1, C2]even) and G([C1, C2]even), respectively.
Now since the pizza has an odd number of pieces it can be seen as an odd interval on its own. Indeed, there are several odd
intervals representing the whole pizza and every such is of the form [C, C]odd, where C is just a single cut. The key insight
is that Alice can force the game to end up with Alice’s and Bob’s pieces being R([C, C]odd) and G([C, C]odd), respectively, for
some cut C . She can do so by behaving like in the previous proof: after the first piece Alice always picks the piece which was
just revealed by Bob. Such a strategy for Alice is called follow-Bob, shortly fB.
2 For a better accessibility of our figures all pieces are drawn equally sized.When needed, we refer to the size of a piece by putting a non-negative number
into it.
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Fig. 3. A pizza in which Alice eats only 13 playing fB. The numbers stand for piece sizes.
Fig. 4. A pizza of which every strategy ensures at most 49 for Alice.
Proposition 1.2. Alice can eat at least 13 of a pizza with an odd number of pieces.
Proof. Choose a cut C such that ‖R([C, C]odd)‖ is minimal. By playing any fB-strategy Alice eats at least ‖R([C, C]odd)‖, so
assume ‖R([C, C]odd)‖ < 13 and hence ‖G([C, C]odd)‖ > 23 . Let p be a green piece such that the size of the green pieces from
p (included) to the cut C in either direction is at least 12‖G([C, C]odd)‖. Now let Alice start with p and play fB. This way Alice
eats all green pieces from p to C in at least one direction and so she eats at least 12 · 23 of the pizza. 
Proposition 1.2 shows that there always exists an fB-strategy that enables Alice to eat at least 13 of the pizza. This is the
best Alice can ensure by playing fB. To see this consider the pizza depicted in Fig. 3 that allows Bob to always eat 23 of the
pizza if Alice plays fB. On the other hand, it is easy to see that Alice can prevent Bob from eatingmore than 13 of this particular
pizza, but to this end Alice has to come up with a different strategy from simply following Bob.
Unfortunately there are also pizzas in which, if Bob is very smart, Alice cannot eat half of the total size. The example
presented in Fig. 4 is due to PeterWinkler. In fact, there is even a {0, 1}-pizza (with pieces of sizes 0 and 1) with 21 pieces of
which Alice eats at most 49 against a clever Bob. The upcoming methods in this paper can be used to show the minimality of
these examples in terms of the number of pieces. Finally note that, in general, Alice can find an optimal strategy for a fixed
pizza by a dynamic programming approach in quadratic time.
Proposition 1.3. There are pizzas of which Bob can eat 59 .
Proof. Consider the pizza from Fig. 4. The size of the pizza is 9, so we provide a strategy for Bob to eat pieces whose sizes
sum up to at least 5.
If Alice starts with a 0-piece, then the remaining part has an even number of pieces and still has size 9. So Bob can
two-color the pieces and eat the color with larger size as Alice did in Proposition 1.1. In this way Bob’s outcome is at least
⌈ 92⌉ = 5.
In order to deal with a different behavior of Alice, consider the partition of the pizza into the three odd intervals indicated
by the three thick cuts in Fig. 4. If Alice starts with a non-zero piece, Bob picks the available piece adjacent to a thick cut.
Afterward Bob always picks the piece just revealed by Alice (so he follows Alice) unless this would mean eating from a still
untouched interval. If both pieces available to Bob are from untouched intervals, he picks the piece from the interval of
smaller size. One can verify (several elementary cases) that Bob always eats at least 5 with this strategy. 
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Fig. 5. Alice follows Bob after [C1, C2]odd is eaten. This results in a cut C splitting [C1, C2]even into two even intervals. Alice gets the red pieces
R([C, C1]even) ∪ R([C, C2]even) and Bob gets the green pieces G([C, C1]even) ∪ G([C, C2]even). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
At ‘‘Building Bridges: a conference on mathematics and computer science in honor of Laci Lovász’’, in Budapest, August
5–9, 2008, Peter Winkler conjectured that Alice can eat at least 49 of any pizza. He also noted that
1
3 from below is easy and
4
9
is best possible. We verify the conjecture to be true. Independently, the same result is given by Josef Cibulka et al. [1].
We already pointed out that in order to eat more than 13 of the pizza Alice has to find strategies different from fB.
Nevertheless the best fB-strategy can be really valuable to Alice. Our arguments for strategies better than 13 consider several
strategies, at least one ofwhich turns out to be good depending on the pizza. A certain fB-strategywill always be a candidate.
Based on a strong connection between fB-strategies and odd intervals, Section 2 focuses on how the structure of the pizza
can be analyzed relative to its odd intervals. Wewill show that either a pizza is easy for Alice or we can partition it into three
nicely structured odd intervals that form the foundation of all our strategies. In Section 3we slightlymodify the fB-strategies
based on the above-mentioned intervals. We will prove that the best of fB-strategies and modified-fB-strategies yields at
least 37 of the pizza for Alice. Finally, in Section 4 we refine the idea underlying the modified-fB-strategies. This results in a
new set of strategies and the outcome of 49 of the pizza for Alice.
2. Partitioning the pizza
Remember that for any cut C wemay consider the pizza as the odd interval [C, C]odd with its canonical coloring into red
and green pieces (see the right of Fig. 2). If Alice plays fB the resulting distribution is R([C, C]odd),G([C, C]odd) for some cut
C , no matter what Bob does, where Alice and Bob eat red and green, respectively.
Let us slightly generalize this. Consider an intermediate point in the game in which it is Bob’s turn, i.e., the pieces of
an odd interval [C1, C2]odd are already eaten. We say that Alice follows Bob after [C1, C2]odd is eaten, if in every further turn
she picks the piece that was just revealed by Bob. As a consequence the set of remaining pieces, namely [C1, C2]even, will be
distributed amongAlice and Bob in the following fashion (see Fig. 5 for an example). Therewill be a cut C splitting [C1, C2]even
into two even intervals, whereas Alice gets R([C, C1]even) ∪ R([C, C2]even) and Bob gets G([C, C1]even) ∪ G([C, C2]even). With
this terminology an fB-strategy with starting piece pmeans that Alice follows Bob after {p} = [C1, C2]odd is eaten.
Now, for ending up with the cut C there are many possible behaviors of Bob but all of them yield the same distribution
of Alice’s and Bob’s pieces. We are not interested in the exact course of an fB-strategy, but in the outcome in terms of the
resulting canonical colorings.
Observation 2.1. When Alice follows Bob after [C1, C2]odd is eaten, then Bob’s behavior can be reduced to the choice of
a cut C splitting [C1, C2]even into two even intervals: [C, C1]even and [C, C2]even. Then of the remaining pieces Alice gets
R([C, C1]even) ∪ R([C, C2]even) and Bob gets G([C, C1]even) ∪ G([C, C2]even).
For any given odd interval [C1, C2]odd of already eaten pieces there are cuts C , which minimize ‖R([C, C1]even) ∪
R([C, C2]even)‖, namely Alice’s outcome, among all cuts C with [C, C1]even ⊆ [C1, C2]even. We call such a cut a (Bob’s) best
answer to [C1, C2]odd. A given odd interval may have several best answers and a single cut may be a best answer to several
intervals. Most importantly, best answers can be characterized using the following definition.
Definition. An even interval [C1, C2]even has the heavy greens property if for every [C1, C]even ⊆ [C1, C2]even we have
‖G([C1, C]even)‖ ⩾ ‖R([C1, C]even)‖.
An odd interval [C1, C2]odd has the heavy greens property if additionally for every [C2, C]even ⊆ [C1, C2]odd we have
‖G([C2, C]even)‖ ⩾ ‖R([C2, C]even)‖.
Note that in the case of an even interval the heavy greens property, just as the canonical coloring, depends on the order
of the bordering cuts. That is, [C1, C2]even having the heavy greens property is not the same as [C2, C1]even having it.
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Fig. 6. Two cuts C and C˜ which are possible best answers to [C1, C2]odd . The set R([C, C1]even)∪ R([C, C2]even) is the union of red and dark gray pieces, the
set R([C˜, C1]even) ∪ R([C˜, C2]even) is the union of red and light gray pieces. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Lemma 2.2. A cut C with [C, C1]even ⊆ [C1, C2]even is a best answer to [C1, C2]odd if and only if [C, C1]even and [C, C2]even have
the heavy greens property.
Proof. By definition a cut C is a best answer to [C1, C2]odd if and only if it minimizes ‖R([C, C1]even)∪ R([C, C2]even)‖ among
all cuts C with [C, C1]even ⊆ [C1, C2]even. That is, for every other cut C˜ with [C, C˜]even ⊆ [C1, C2]even we have
‖R([C, C1]even) ∪ R([C, C2]even)‖ ⩾ ‖R([C˜, C1]even) ∪ R([C˜, C2]even)‖. (1)
As illustrated in Fig. 6 the symmetric difference of Alice’s pieces w.r.t. C and C˜ is precisely the set [C, C˜]even. In particular
G([C, C˜]even) ⊆ R([C, C1]even) ∪ R([C, C2]even) and R([C, C˜]even) ⊆ R([C˜, C1]even) ∪ R([C˜, C2]even). Thus (1) is equivalent to
‖G([C, C˜]even)‖ ⩾ ‖R([C, C˜]even)‖,
which is the heavy greens property. 
If the game comes to a point at which precisely [C1, C2]odd is eaten and C is a best answer to [C1, C2]odd, then Alice can
follow Bob from then on and thus guarantee herself at least ‖R([C, C1]even) ∪ R([C, C2]even)‖ within the remaining pieces.
In the special case of [C1, C2]odd being just a single piece pwe will refer to this strategy as an fB-strategy associatedwith the
cut C .
Definition. We call a pizza easy if there is an fB-strategy yielding at least 12 of the pizza for Alice. Otherwise, we call the
pizza hard.
Actually, we have already noted that there are pizzas with no fB-strategy yielding more than 13 (see Fig. 3). The rest of
this section is dedicated to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. A hard pizza can be partitioned into three odd intervals each having the heavy greens property.
Wewill need another lemma and two definitions. At first, call two distinct cuts neighboring if they enclose a single piece
of the pizza.
Lemma 2.4. If two neighboring cuts are best answers to a single piece each, then the pizza is easy.
Proof. Let p be the piece between two neighboring best answers C and C ′. As R([C ′, C ′]odd) = G([C, C]odd)∪{p} (see Fig. 7),
we get that R([C, C]odd) ∪ R([C ′, C ′]odd) is the whole pizza. This implies that the size of one of the two – say ‖R([C, C]odd)‖
– is at least 12 . But since C is a best answer, Alice playing an fB-strategy associated to C eats at least ‖R([C, C]odd)‖.
Consider the set Cworst of those cuts C which minimize ‖R([C, C]odd)‖ among all cuts. Clearly, a cut C ∈ Cworst is a best
answers to every piece p ∈ R([C, C]odd).
Since it is needed in Section 4 we prove a stronger statement than Theorem 2.3, namely that the cuts defining the
tripartition can be chosen to be best answers to single pieces, one of them being a cut in Cworst of our choice.
Theorem 2.5. For every hard pizza and every C1 ∈ Cworst there are two further best answers C2 and C3, such that [C1, C2]odd,
[C1, C3]odd, and [C2, C3]odd are disjoint and each has the heavy greens property.
Proof. In contrast toCworst, defineCbest to be the set of all cuts C whichmaximize ‖R([C, C]odd)‖ among all best answers to a
single piece. Furthermore, let A(C) denote the set of single pieces to which a given cut C is a best answer. Given C1 ∈ Cworst,
the two further best answers are chosen as follows.
• Choose C2 ∈ Cbest to maximize |A(C2) \ A(C1)| over all cuts in Cbest.• Choose C3 to be any best answer to that piece pˆ ∈ G([C1, C2]odd) that is closest to C2.
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Fig. 7. A pizza with neighboring best answers C and C ′ . The set R([C, C]odd) consists of p and all light gray pieces, the set R([C ′, C ′]odd) consists of p and
all dark gray pieces.
Fig. 8. The cuts C1 and C2 , the pieces pˆ and p˜, and the intervals [C1, C2]odd and [C2, C1]even with their canonical colorings. The set A(C2)\A(C1) is highlighted.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Examples for the theoretically possible positions of C3 together with the canonical coloring of [C3, C3]odd . The set A(C2) \ A(C1) is highlighted. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
An example of the situation is depicted in Fig. 8. We will show that the set {C1, C2, C3} satisfies the conditions of the
theorem.
At first, the canonical colorings of [C1, C1]odd and [C2, C2]odd agree on [C1, C2]odd and are reversed on [C2, C1]even. Hence,
if C2 is a best answer to a piece p ∈ [C1, C2]odd, then so is C1. In other words,
A(C2) \ A(C1) ⊆ R([C2, C1]even). (2)
Denote by p˜ the last piece of A(C2)\A(C1)when going from C2 to C1 through [C2, C1]even. The pieces pˆ and p˜ together with
the cut C2 divide the pizza into three intervals—one consisting only of a single piece. This situation is depicted in Fig. 8.
Claim. C3 lies in the interval between C2 and p˜ not containing pˆ.
Proof of Claim. Suppose C3 lies in the interval between pˆ and C2 not containing p˜ (left-hand case in Fig. 9). Then C3 and C2
are neighboring, since this interval consists of a single piece. Thus the pizza is easy by Lemma 2.4—a contradiction.
Suppose C3 lies in the interval between pˆ and p˜ not containing C2 (centered case in Fig. 9). Since C3 is a possible answer
to pˆ, we have pˆ ∈ [C3, C2]even and hence A(C2) \ A(C1) ⊂ [C3, C2]odd. More precisely,
A(C2) \ A(C1) ⊆ R([C3, C2]odd) ⊂ R([C3, C3]odd),
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Fig. 10. A tripartition of a hard pizza into three odd intervals. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Alice’s guaranteed outcome achieved by an fB-strategy associated to C ∈ {C1, C2, C3}, respectively. And
outcomes of Bob’s best reply, respectively.
Cut Alice’s outcome Bob’s outcome
C1 g1 + r2 + r3 r1 + g2 + g3
C2 r1 + g2 + r3 g1 + r2 + g3
C3 r1 + r2 + g3 g1 + g2 + r3
which means that C3 is a possible answer of Bob to all pieces in A(C2) \ A(C1). Since C2 is a best answer and C3 is a possible
answer, ‖R([C2, C2]odd)‖ ⩽ ‖R([C3, C3]odd)‖. But since C2 ∈ Cbest, equality holds and C3 is in Cbest as well. So C3 is a best
answer to every piece in A(C2) \ A(C1) and additionally to pˆ ∉ A(C1), contradicting the rule we followed choosing C2.
We conclude that C3 has to lie according to the right case in Fig. 9. 
By the above claim C3 lies in [C2, C1]even and since pˆ ∈ R([C3, C3]odd) the cut C3 splits [C1, C2]even into two odd intervals,
giving a partition into three odd intervals. The result is illustrated in Fig. 10. Moreover, every Ci is a best answer to a green
piece in the odd interval opposite to it3. With Lemma 2.2 we conclude that each of [C1, C2]odd, [C1, C3]odd, and [C2, C3]odd has
the heavy greens property.
3. Best of three: a 3/7-strategy
With Theorem 2.5 we partition a hard pizza by three cuts, each a best answer to a single piece, into three odd intervals,
each having the heavy greens property. Based on this tripartition, we will now derive a strategy for Alice which guarantees
her at least 37 of any pizza.
Let us introduce some abbreviating notation for the total sizes of red and green pieces in each of the three odd intervals.
For i ∈ {1, 2, 3} let Ri be the set of red pieces in the odd interval opposite to Ci and ri be their total size, e.g., r2 = ‖R2‖ =
‖R([C1, C3]odd)‖. Similarly, let Gi be the set of green pieces in the odd interval opposite to Ci and gi be their total size,
e.g., g1 = ‖G1‖ = ‖G([C2, C3]odd)‖.
Suppose Alice plays an fB-strategy associated to some C ∈ {C1, C2, C3}, that is she starts with a piece p to which C is a
best answer and follows Bob after p is eaten. Doing so Alice gets at least ‖R([C, C]odd)‖which can be expressed in terms of
ri and gi as in Table 1.
As C1 ∈ Cworst we have that Alice’s outcome w.r.t. C1 is at most her outcome w.r.t. any fB-strategy. Similarly as C2 ∈ Cbest
Alice’s outcome w.r.t. C2 is at least her outcome w.r.t. any fB-strategy. In particular, we get
g1 + r2 + r3 ⩽ r1 + r2 + g3 ⩽ r1 + g2 + r3. (3)
Remark. Since the pizza is hard, each of Alice’s outcomes in Table 1 is less than 12 . This implies gi > ri for i = 1, 2, 3, i.e., the
green pieces of every odd interval are larger in size than the corresponding red pieces, although they are less.
Besides the three fB-strategies associated to C1, C2, and C3, we will now define three further strategies for Alice, each
associated to an odd interval of the tripartition. Note that in each of the fB-strategies Alice eats the green pieces in one
interval and the red pieces in two intervals. The bad case for these outcomes is when the whole pizza lies in the green pieces
(this happens in Figs. 3 and 4). To improve Alice’s guaranteed outcome in general we must provide a way to eat more of the
green pieces. To do so, for i = 1, 2, 3 let pi ∈ Gi be amiddle piece of Gi, that is summing up the sizes of all green pieces from
pi (included) along each direction until hitting a cut in {C1, C2, C3} yields at least gi2 .
For i ∈ {1, 2, 3} the ith modified-follow-Bob-strategy denoted as mfBi is defined as follows.
(i) Alice starts with eating pi ∈ Gi.
(ii) As long as Bob’s moves reveal pieces in Gi Alice picks them, i.e., follows Bob.
3 Here we use that [C2, C3]odd is not just a single red piece, since C2 and C3 are not neighboring by Lemma 2.4.
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Fig. 11. Three cases of the position of C˜ in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and the corresponding even interval [Ck, C˜]even with k ∈ {i, j}. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 2
Alice’s guaranteed outcomes of the three mfB-strategies.
mfB-strategy Alice’s outcome
mfB1
g1
2 + g2 + r3
mfB2 g1 + g22 + r3
mfB3 g1 + r2 + g32
(iii) At themoment Bob’s move reveals the first red piece from another of the three odd intervals, Alicemakes a singlemove
that does not follow Bob. This means she picks a piece from Ri.
(iv) Alice follows Bob from then on.
A modified fB-strategy contains exactly one move of Alice in which she does not follow Bob. After this particular move
some odd interval [C, Cj]odd ⊆ [Ci, Cj]odd with Ci ≠ Cj ∈ {C1, C2, C3} is eaten. So, Alice follows Bob after [C, Cj]odd is eaten.
Lemma 3.1. Let Ci, Cj be two distinct cuts chosen from {C1, C2, C3} and consider C such that [C, Cj]odd ⊆ [Ci, Cj]odd. Then either
Ci or Cj is a best answer to [C, Cj]odd.
Proof. Suppose C˜ ∉ {Ci, Cj} is a best answer to [C, Cj]odd. Since [C˜, Cj]even ⊆ [C, Cj]even we have [C˜, Ci]even ⊆ [C, Cj]even as
well4. Hence either [C˜, Ci]even or [C˜, Cj]even is completely contained in an interval of the tripartition (see Fig. 11 for illustration
of the three possibilities).
By Theorem 2.3 every interval of the tripartition has the heavy greens property, thus for k = i or k = jwe have
‖G([Ck, C˜]even)‖ ⩾ ‖R([Ck, C˜]even)‖. (4)
On the other hand, C˜ is a best answer and therefore by Lemma 2.2 we have
‖G([C˜, Ck]even)‖ ⩾ ‖R([C˜, Ck]even)‖,
which is the same as ‖R([Ck, C˜]even)‖ ⩾ ‖G([Ck, C˜]even)‖. Thus equality holds in (4) and therefore ‖R([C˜, C]even) ∪
R([C˜, Cj]even)‖ = ‖R([Ck, C]even) ∪ R([Ck, Cj]even)‖. This means that Ck ∈ {Ci, Cj} is a best answer to [C, Cj]odd, too. 
In anmfB-strategy Alice follows Bob after some [C, Cj]odd ⊆ [Ci, Cj]odd is eaten. Since by Lemma 3.1 either Ci or Cj is a best
answer to any [C, Cj]odd ⊆ [Ci, Cj]odd, in aworst case Alice gets either ri+gj or gi+rj outside of [Ci, Cj]odd. The inequalities Eq.
(3) imply which possibility has the smaller size and can therefore be assumed to Alice. Together with the definition of the
middle piece pi we then obtain the following guaranteed outcomes for mfB-strategies:
We have devised, in all, six strategies for Alice: three pure fB-strategies associated to the cuts C1, C2, and C3 respectively,
and three mfB-strategies mfB1, mfB2, and mfB3 whose outcomes are bounded from below by Table 2.
Next we show that the best out of these strategies for Alice ensures her at least 37 of the pizza. This can be done by an
easy averaging argument.
Theorem 3.2. Alice can eat at least 37 of any given pizza.
Proof. Consider the following strategies for Alice.
(i) The fB-strategy associated to C2, which yields at least r1 + g2 + r3 (c.f. Table 1);
(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB1, which yields at least
g1
2 + r2 + g3 (c.f. Table 2);
(iii) The mfB-strategy mfB3, which yields at least g1 + r2 + g32 (c.f. Table 2).
4 In particular, C˜ does not equal the third cut in {C1, C2, C3}.
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Fig. 12. The situation in Lemma 4.1 and a worst case for the first variant: Alice gets the red pieces R([C, C ′]odd) and Bob gets the green pieces G([C, C ′]odd).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Summing up the guaranteed outcomes of mfB1, mfB3, and 32 times the guaranteed outcome of the fB-strategy associated
to the cut C2, we get
3
2
(r1 + g1 + r2 + g2 + r3 + g3)+ 12 r2 =
3
2
+ 1
2
r2.
Hence the sum of three and a half of Alice’s outcomes is at least 32 times the total size of the pizza. Thus, one of the three
strategies has to give Alice at least the average value 32/
7
2 = 37 . 
Remark. Restricting Alice to the six above strategies the ratio 37 is tight. Indeed, there is a pizza of which, playing these
strategies, Alice eats at most 37 . Consider g1 = g2 = g3 = 2, r1 = 1, and r2 = r3 = 0.
4. Best of four: a 4/9-strategy
An mfB-strategy as defined in Section 3 is composed of a special treatment of one odd interval in the tripartition and
following Bobwhen a certain interval is eaten. In this sectionwewill design strategies for Alice that are particularly devoted
to [C2, C3]odd, that is the odd interval in the tripartition that is opposite to C1 ∈ Cworst. In order to focus on the essential
things, we consider [C2, C3]odd as a self-contained pizza that arises by cutting off the other two intervals and gluing together
the bordering cuts C2 and C3. The resulting pizza we call the partial pizza and the glued cut we denote by C2,3.
Recall that for a pizza with an odd number of pieces the set Cworst consists of those cuts C that minimize ‖R([C, C]odd)‖
and hence that are a best answer to every single piece in R([C, C]odd). From Lemma 2.2 then follows that C is in Cworst if and
only if [C, C]odd has the heavy greens property. Since [C2, C3]odd has the heavy greens property (Theorem 2.3) we get that
the glued cut C2,3 of the partial pizza is in Cworst.
Lemma 4.1. Consider a pizza with an odd number of pieces (not necessarily a hard pizza) and an intermediate point in the game
at which [C, C ′]even is eaten for some C ∈ Cworst. Let p and p′ be the pieces that are not in [C, C ′]even but adjacent to C and C ′,
respectively (see Fig. 12). Then,
• picking p′ and following Bob afterward guarantees Alice at least as much as
• picking p and then playing the best she can.
Proof. Consider the first variant in which Alice picks p′ and follows Bob afterward. Since C ∈ Cworst and therefore [C, C]odd
has the heavy greens property, we get with Lemma 2.2 that C is a best answer to [C, C ′]even ∪ {p′}. Hence in a worst case of
the first variant Alice gets R([C, C ′]odd) and Bob gets G([C, C ′]odd), which is depicted in Fig. 12.
Now, the crucial point is that the same distribution can be forced by Bob if Alice plays the second variant, i.e., she picks
p. To do that, Bob simply follows Alice until all the pizza is eaten.
Therefore by playing the first variant, Alice’s guaranteed outcome cannot be worse. 
Lemma 4.1 enables us to plug valuable strategies for the partial pizza into the strategy for the whole pizza without losing
the guaranteed outcome for Alice. We say that a strategy for the partial pizza is good if at the time C2,3 is revealed this
strategy already tells Alice to follow Bob until the end of the game. Now, a good strategy is said to be plugged into the whole
pizza if:
(i) Alice starts in [C2, C3]odd as if it were just the partial pizza and she pursues the good strategy there.
(ii) As long as none of C2 and C3 is revealed, Alice acts according to the good strategy.
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Fig. 13. The tripartition of the partial pizza incorporated into the whole pizza yields a partition into five odd intervals each having the heavy greens
property. The canonical colorings of the five odd intervals are illustrated. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
(iii) In case Bob reveals C2 or C3 (which corresponds to C2,3 in the partial pizza), Alice plays the first variant from Lemma 4.1
instead of the second one.
(iv) Whenever Bob picks a piece outside of [C2, C3]odd, Alice follows Bob.
Lemma 4.2. A good strategy that is plugged into the whole pizza ensures Alice at least the guaranteed outcome of the good
strategy within the partial pizza plus r2 + g3.
Proof. As the strategy for the partial pizza is good, Lemma4.1 ensures that inside [C2, C3]odd Alice gets at least her guaranteed
outcome of this strategy for the partial pizza.
Alice’s outcome outside of [C2, C3]odd can be bounded with Lemma 3.1. Therefore, note that Alice follows Bob after some
[C, C2]odd ⊆ [C2, C3]odd or [C, C3]odd ⊆ [C2, C3]odd is eaten. By Lemma 3.1 a best answer is given by either C2 or C3. Thus in a
worst case Alice gets either r2 + g3 or g2 + r3 outside of [C2, C3]odd. The inequalities Eq. (3) give r2 + g3 ⩽ g2 + r3 and hence
Alice gets at least r2 + g3 outside of [C2, C3]odd. 
We conclude with our final theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Alice can eat at least 49 of any given pizza.
Proof. Considering the partial pizza, we distinguish two cases.
Case 1. The partial pizza is easy.
By definition there is an fB-strategy for the partial pizza ensuring Alice at least half of its size. Clearly, every fB-strategy
is good and hence can be plugged into the whole pizza. Consider the following three Alice’s strategies for the whole pizza.
(i) The fB-strategy associated to C2, which yields at least r1 + g2 + r3 (c.f. Table 1);
(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB2, which yields at least g1 + g22 + r3 (c.f. Table 2);
(iii) The fB-strategy plugged into the whole pizza, which yields at least g1+r12 + r2 + g3 (c.f. Lemma 4.2).
The claimed 49 of the whole pizza can be proven by calculating an appropriate average out of these strategies: Summing
up the guaranteed outcome of 32 times the pure fB, 2 times the fB-strategy plugged into the whole pizza and one outcome
of mfB2 yields
3
2
(r1 + g2 + r3)+ 2

g1 + g22 + r3

+

g1 + r1
2
+ r2 + g3

⩾ 2(r1 + g1 + r2 + g2 + r3 + g3) = 2.
At least one of the three strategies has to ensure Alice the average value 2/ 92 = 49 .
Case 2. The partial pizza is hard.
By Theorem 2.5 the partial pizza can be tripartitioned by the cut C ′1 := C2,3 ∈ Cworst and two further best answers C ′2
and C ′3 into three disjoint odd intervals each having the heavy greens property. The result is illustrated in Fig. 13. We use
the natural abbreviating notation for the total sizes of red and green pieces in the three intervals, e.g., r ′1 = ‖R([C ′2, C ′3]odd)‖
and g ′2 = ‖G([C ′1, C ′3]odd)‖.
It is easy to see that the fB-strategy for the partial pizza that is associated to C ′2 as well as the mfB-strategy mfB1 for the
partial pizza are good and thus can be plugged into thewhole pizza.We propose four strategies for Alice for thewhole pizza.
(i) The fB-strategy associated to C2, which yields at least r1 + g2 + r3 (c.f. Table 1);
(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB2, which yields at least g1 + g22 + r3 (c.f. Table 2);
(iii) The fB-strategy associated to C ′2 plugged into the whole pizza, which yields at least r
′
1 + g ′2 + r ′3 + r2 + g3 (c.f. Table 1
and Lemma 4.2);
(iv) The strategy mfB1 for the partial pizza plugged into the whole pizza, which yields at least
g ′1
2 + g ′2 + r ′3 + r2 + g3 (c.f.
Table 2 and Lemma 4.2).
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Summing up the guaranteed outcomes of 32 times the first and once the second, the third and the fourth strategy yields
3
2
(r1 + g2 + r3)+

g1 + g22 + r3

+ (r ′1 + g ′2 + r ′3 + r2 + g3)+

g ′1
2
+ g ′2 + r ′3 + r2 + g3

.
With r1 = g ′1 + r2 + r3 and g1 = r ′1 + g2 + g3 it follows that the above sum is at least twice the size of the whole pizza.
Since we summed up the outcome of 9/2 strategies, their average value is 2/ 92 = 49 . 
Final remarks. If the pieces of the pizza are restricted to be of non-zero minimal size, then Alice can get beyond 49 in any
pizza. For this consider the pizza that arises from the given one by shortening every piece by the minimal size of a piece.
Afterward apply our strategy yielding 49 of the smaller pizza. Since Alice eats at least half of the pieces, she definitely eats at
least half of the total size that was removed before. Summed up this is strictly more than 49 of the original pizza.
Suppose the pizza is allowed to have pieces of negative size, but the total size of the pizza is positive. Can an outcome for
Alice be guaranteed?
A different way of generalizing the problem is to eat other graphs than cycles. One can then ask the eaten or the uneaten
part of the graph to remain connected along the course of the game. This question is the topic of [2] and [3].
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